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A large data set of charged-pion () electroproduction from both hydrogen and deuterium targets has
been obtained spanning the low-energy residual-mass region. These data conclusively show the onset of
the quark-hadron duality phenomenon, as predicted for high-energy hadron electroproduction. We
construct several ratios from these data to exhibit the relation of this phenomenon to the high-energy
factorization ansatz of electron-quark scattering and subsequent quark ! pion production mechanisms.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.022001 PACS numbers: 12.40.Nn, 12.39.St, 13.60.Le, 13.87.Fh
At high energies, the property of quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) known as asymptotic freedom allows for an
efficient description in terms of quarks and gluons—or
partons, weakly interacting at short distances. In contrast,
at low energies the effects of confinement impose a more
efficient description in terms of collective degrees of free-
dom, the physical mesons and baryons—or hadrons.
Despite this apparent dichotomy, in nature there exist
instances where low-energy hadronic phenomena, aver-
aged over appropriate energy intervals [1], closely re-
semble those at asymptotically high energies, calculated
in terms of quark-gluon degrees of freedom. This is re-
ferred to as quark-hadron duality and reflects the relation-
ship between the strong and weak interaction limits of
QCD—confinement and asymptotic freedom.
The observation of this phenomenon in fact preceded
QCD by a decade or so, with remarkable similarity found
between the low-energy cross sections and high-energy
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behavior in hadronic reactions, with the former on average
appearing to mimic features of the latter. At that time, this
was explained with the development of finite energy sum
rules, relating dispersion integrals over resonance ampli-
tudes at low energies to Regge parameters describing the
high-energy scattering [2]. The equivalence, on average, of
hadron production in electron-positron annihilation and the
underlying quark-antiquark production mechanism was
later similarly understood [3].
It was natural, therefore, that this same framework was
used to interpret the early observation of quark-hadron
duality in inclusive electron-nucleon scattering. Bloom
and Gilman found that by averaging the proton F2 structure
function data over an appropriate energy range, the result-
ing structure function in the resonance region closely
resembled the scaling function which described the high-
energy scattering of electrons from pointlike partons [4].
Recently, the phenomenon has been revisited with unpre-
cedented precision and was found to work quantitatively
far better, and far more locally, than could have been
expected [5,6].
Although postulated to be a general property of QCD,
the dynamical origin of quark-hadron duality remains
poorly understood. It should manifest itself in a wide
variety of processes and observables. In this Letter, we
generalize the duality concept to the unexplored region of
(‘‘semi-inclusive’’) pion electroproduction [7,8] eN !
eX, in which a charged pion is detected in coincidence
with a scattered electron. The missing mass of the residual
system X, Mx, is in the nucleon resonance region (defined
here as M2x < 4 GeV2) for the remainder of this Letter, and
we will show the dual behavior of this region with a high-
energy parton description.
At high energies, perturbative QCD predicts factoriza-
tion between the virtual photon-quark interaction and the
subsequent quark hadronization
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where the fragmentation function Dq!z;Q2 gives the
probability for a quark to evolve into a pion  detected
with a fraction z of the quark (or virtual photon) energy
z  E=. The parton distribution functions qx;Q2 are
the usual functions depending on the Bjorken variable x
and Q2. The transverse momentum pT , z, and the angle 
reflect the extra kinematical degree of freedom associated
with the pion momentum. Both the parton distribution
functions and the fragmentation functions depend on Q2
through logarithmic Q2 evolution. Their dependence on pT
is removed in a Gaussian approximation, reflected in the
noted exponential pT dependence, with b the average
transverse momentum of the struck quark. In the (very)
high-energy limit, the factors A and B become zero. At
lower energies, these ‘‘factors’’ reflect the longitudinal-
transverse and transverse-transverse interference structure
functions of the general pion electroproduction framework
[9] and can, e.g., vary with z and Q2. Note that a conse-
quence of this factorization ansatz is that the fragmentation
function is independent of x, and the parton distribution
function is independent of z.
At lower energies, where hadronic phenomena domi-
nate, it is certainly not obvious that the pion electropro-
duction process factorizes in the same manner as in Eq. (2).
However, it has been argued that, at relatively low, yet
sufficiently high, energies for the quark-hadron duality
phenomenon to occur, factorization may still be possible
[6,10,11].
The experiment (E00-108) ran in the summer of 2003 in
Hall C at Jefferson Lab. An electron beam with a current
ranging between 20 and 60 A was provided by the
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility accelera-
tor with a beam energy of 5.5 GeV. Incident electrons were
scattered from a 4-cm-long liquid hydrogen or deuterium
target and detected in the Short Orbit Spectrometer (SOS).
The SOS central momentum remained constant throughout
the experiment, with a value of 1.7 GeV. The electropro-
duced mesons (predominantly pions) were detected in the
High Momentum Spectrometer (HMS), with momenta
ranging from 1.3 to 4.1 GeV. The experiment consisted
of two parts: (i) At a fixed electron kinematics of x;Q2 
0:32; 2:30 GeV2, the central HMS momentum was varied
to cover a range of 0:3< z< 1:0, and (ii) similarly, at z 
0:55, the electron scattering angle was varied, at constant
momentum transfer angle, to span a range in x from 0.22 to
0.58. Note that this corresponds to an increase in Q2, from
1.5 to 4:2 GeV2. The invariant mass squared W2 is typi-
cally 5:7 GeV2 and always larger than 4:2 GeV2, well in
the deep inelastic region, and all measurements were per-
formed for both  and .
Events from the aluminum walls of the cryogenic target
cell were subtracted by performing substitute empty target
runs. Scattered electrons were selected by the use of both a
gas Cherenkov counter and an electromagnetic calorime-
ter. Pions were selected using the coincidence time differ-
ence between scattered electrons and secondary hadrons.
In addition, an aerogel detector was used for pion identi-
fication [12]. For kinematics with pion momenta above
2.4 GeV, a correction was made to remove kaons from
the pion sample, 10% in the worst case (at z 1), as
determined from the electron-hadron coincidence time.
From a measurement detecting positrons in SOS in co-
incidence with pions in HMS, we found the background
originating from 0 production and its subsequent decay
into two photons and then electron-positron pairs
negligible.
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We modeled semi-inclusive pion electroproduction [13],
following the high-energy expectation of Eq. (2). We
used the CTEQ5 next-to-leading-order (NLO) parton dis-
tribution functions to parametrize qx;Q2 [14] and the
fragmentation function parametrization for Dq!z;Q2 
Dq!z;Q2, with D (D) the favored (unfavored) frag-
mentation function, from Binnewies et al. [15]. The re-
maining unknowns are the ratio of D=D, taken from an
analysis accumulated by the HERMES Collaboration [16],
the slope b of the pT dependence, and the factors A and B
describing the  dependence.
We cannot constrain b well within our own data set due
to the limited pT; acceptance of a magnetic spectrome-
ter setup. Here, with the possible strong correlation be-
tween the pT and  dependence [17], additional
assumptions are required. Hence, we will use the slope b
from an empirical fit to the HERMES pT dependence (b 
4:66 GeV2) [18]. Our own best estimate is b 
4:0 0:4 GeV2, with no noticeable differences between
b values extracted from the pT dependence of either 
and  data or 1H and 2H data, somewhat lower than the
HERMES slope. We do find a  dependence in our data,
with typical parameters of A  0:16 0:04 and B 
0:02 0:02, for an average hpTi  0:1 GeV. These 
dependences become smaller to negligible in the ratios of
cross sections shown later. Similarly, we find a Q2 depen-
dence in our data that differs from the factorized high-
energy expectation, but this does not affect the results
shown below. Of course, these findings do cast doubt on
the strict applicability of the high-energy approximation
for our experiment.
Within our Monte Carlo package, we estimated two
nontrivial corrections to the data. Radiative corrections
were applied in two steps. We directly estimated the radia-
tion tails within our semi-inclusive pion electroproduction
data using the Monte Carlo calculation. In addition, we
explicitly subtracted radiation tails coming from the ex-
clusive reactions e p ! e0    n and e n ! e0 
  p. For these processes, we interpolated between the
low-W2, low-Q2 predictions using the MAID model [19]
and the higher-W2 data of Brauel et al. and Bebek et al.
[20,21]. We subtracted events from diffractive  produc-
tion, using PYTHIA [22] to estimate the pe; e0	p cross
section with similar modifications as implemented by the
HERMES Collaboration [18,23]. We also made a 2%
correction to the deuterium data to account for the loss of
pions traversing the deuterium nucleus [24].
The 1;2He; e0X cross sections as measured at x 
0:32 are compared with the results of the simulation in
Fig. 1, as a function of z. The general agreement between
data and Monte Carlo calculation is excellent for z < 0:65.
Within our kinematics (pT  0), M2x is almost directly
related to z, as M2x  M2p Q21=x 11 z. Hence,
the large excess at z > 0:8 in the data with respect to the
simulation mainly reflects the N  1232 transition
region. Indeed, in, e.g., a typical 1He; e0X spectrum
one can see one prominent 1232 resonance and only
some small structure beyond [20,21]. Apparently, above
M2x  2:5 GeV2 or so, there are already sufficient reso-
nances to render a spectrum mimicking the smooth z
dependence as expected from the Monte Carlo simulation
following the factorization ansatz of Eq. (2). Last, the fast
drop of the simulations at large zmay be artificial. Whereas
fragmentation functions have been well mapped up to z 
0:9 at the LEP collider [25], to better than 50%, there
remain questions for semi-inclusive pion production at
lower Q2. Here the fragmentation functions could well
flatten out [26], as also included in the Field and
Feynman expectations [27], which tend to produce more
particles at lower energies beyond z  0:7 or so.
To quantify the surprising resemblance of semi-
inclusive pion electroproduction data in the nucleon reso-
nance region with the high-energy prediction of Eq. (2), we
formed simple ratios of the measured cross sections, in-
sensitive to the fragmentation process (assuming charge
symmetry) at leading order (LO) in s. If one neglects
strange quarks and any pT dependence to the parton dis-
tribution functions, these ratios can be expressed in terms
of u and d parton distributions, as follows:
 
pp
dd
 4ux 4 uxdx
dx
5
uxdx ux dx ; (3)
 
FIG. 1. The 1;2He; e0X cross sections at x  0:32 as a
function of z in comparison with Monte Carlo simulations
(dashed curves) starting from a fragmentation ansatz (see text).
The various cross sections have been multiplied as indicated for
the purpose of plotting.
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 p  p
d  d
 4uvx  dvx
3uvx  dvx ; (4)
with the notation p referring to the  pion electro-
production cross section off the proton, u  uv  u, d 
dv  d, and the Q2 dependence left out of these formulas
for convenience. These ratios allow us to study the facto-
rization ansatz in more detail, with both ratios rendering
results independent of z (and pT).
We show our results in Fig. 2, with the solid (open)
symbols reflecting the data after (before) subtraction of the
diffractive  contributions. The hatched areas in the bot-
tom indicate the estimated systematic uncertainty. The
shaded bands reflect the expectations under the assump-
tions described above (factorization, no strange quark ef-
fects, charge symmetry for the fragmentation functions)
and include a variety of calculations, using both LO and
NLO (M S and valence) parton distribution functions from
the GRV Collaboration and NLO calculations from the
CTEQ Collaboration [14,28].
Our data are remarkably close to the near independence
of z as expected in the high-energy limit, with the clearest
deviations in the region of z > 0:7, approaching on the
1232 residual-mass region. Within 10%, we find perfect
agreement beyond this region.
Using the deuterium data only, the ratio of unfavored to
favored fragmentation functions D=D can be extracted.
This ratio is, to a good approximation, at LO simply given
by
 D=D 

4 d

d

4
d
d  1

: (5)
In the high-energy limit, this ratio should solely depend on
z (and Q2) but not on x. The results are shown in Fig. 3,
with the solid (open) symbols reflecting the data after
(before) subtraction of the diffractive  contributions.
The solid curves are a fit to the HERMES data for the
same ratio [16]. The dashed curve is the expectation 1
z=1 z according to Field and Feynman for indepen-
dent fragmentation [27]. The hatched areas indicate the
systematic uncertainties, dominated by uncertainties due to
the two nontrivial corrections discussed above.
We observe that the extracted values for D=D closely
resemble those of the HERMES experiment [16]. The data
show a near independence as a function of x, as expected
from Eq. (2), and a smooth slope as a function of z,
reflecting a fit to the higher-energy HERMES data, all at
M2x > 4 GeV
2
. This is quite remarkable given that our data
cover the full resonance region for the residual system X,
M2p <M2x < 4:2 GeV2. Apparently, there is a mechanism
at work that removes the resonance excitations in the
= ratio and, hence, the D=D ratio. We note that
both our data and the fit to the higher-energy HERMES
data far exceed the Field and Feynman expectations for
large z.
 
FIG. 2. The ratio of proton to deuterium results of the sum
(top) and difference (bottom) of  and  cross sections as a
function of z, at x  0:32. Solid (open) symbols reflect data after
(before) events from coherent  production are subtracted (see
text). The symbols have been slightly offset in z for clarity. The
hatched areas in the bottom indicate the systematic uncertainties,
whereas the shaded bands represent a variety of calculations, at
both leading order and next-to-leading-order of s, of the shown
ratio [14,28].
 
FIG. 3. Top: The ratio of unfavored to favored fragmentation
function D=D as a function of x at z  0:55, evaluated at
leading order of s from the deuterium data. The triangles
(squares) reflect HERMES (EMC) data [18,29], with the solid
curve a fit to HERMES data. Further symbols and the hatched
area are as in Fig. 2. Bottom: Same as the top, but now as a
function of z for x  0:32. The dashed curve represents the
expectation [27] under the independent fragmentation hypothe-
sis.
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The mechanism above can be simply understood in
the SU(6) symmetric quark model. Close and Isgur
[11] applied this to calculate production rates in vari-
ous channels in semi-inclusive pion photoproduc-
tion N ! X. The pattern of constructive and destruc-
tive interference, which was a crucial feature of the appear-
ance of duality in inclusive structure functions, is in this
model also repeated in the semi-inclusive case. The results
suggest an explanation for the smooth behavior of
D=D  Dd =Du for a deuterium target in Fig. 3.
The relative weights of the photoproduction matrix ele-
ments, summed over p and n, are for  production
always 4 times larger than for  production. In the
SU(6) limit, therefore, the resonance contributions to the
ratio of Eq. (5) cancel exactly, leaving behind only the
smooth background, as would be expected at high energies.
This may account for the glaring lack of resonance struc-
ture in the resonance region fragmentation functions in
Fig. 3.
In summary, we have measured charged-pion ()
electroproduction cross sections for both hydrogen and
deuterium targets. Our data cover the region where the
missing mass of the residual system X is in the resonance
region. We observe for the first time the quark-hadron
duality phenomenon in such reactions, in that such data
equate the high-energy expectations. We have quan-
tified this behavior by constructing several ratios from
these data that exhibit, at low energies, the features of
factorization in an electron-quark scattering and a sub-
sequent quark-pion fragmentation process. Furthermore,
the ratio of favored to unfavored fragmentation func-
tions closely resembles that of high-energy reactions,
over the full range of missing mass. This observation
can be explained in the SU(6) symmetric quark model.
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